In this paper, a new analytical formula has been derived for the two-center Coulomb integrals over Slater type orbitals using the Poisson equation. The obtained results from constructed computer program for the presented formula have been compared with the available literature and it is seen that the efficiency of the presented algorithm for a wide range of quantum numbers, orbital exponents and internuclear distances is satisfactory.
Introduction
The evaluation of multicenter integrals excess is a basic step used for determining the ab initio and density functional theory molecular structure calculations. As is well-known, the ab initio calculations using linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approach strongly depend on the choice of the basis functions for the electronic distributions they provide. A good atomic orbital basis should decay exponentially for large distances [1] and also satisfy Kato's conditions for analytical solution of the approximate Schrödinger equation [2] .
In the literature, the most commonly used basis sets are Slater type orbitals (STOs) and Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs). Ab initio calculations are carried out mostly by using GTOs due to the fact that numerous multicenter integrals over GTOs can be evaluated easily. Unfortunately, GTOs fail to satisfy the above mathematical conditions for atomic electronic distributions. Strictly speaking, STOs are potentially overcomplete basis sets suitable for electronic structure calculations of atomic and molecular systems. On the other hand, the use of STOs has been prevented by the fact that their multicenter integrals are extremely difficult to evaluate for polyatomic molecules. A detailed discussion and historical developments for multicenter integrals over STOs can be found in [3 -7] and quotations therein.
As can be seen clearly from the literature, during to the last four decades, several groups have im-0932-0784 / 05 / 0700-0477 $ 06.00 c 2005 Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen · http://znaturforsch.com proved different methods such as the Zeta functions method [8] , the elliptical coordinates method [9] , the Fourier transform method [10] , the Gaussian transform method [11] , and one-center expansion methods [12 -14] for the evaluation of multicenter integrals. However, the calculation of the electronic structure of polyatomic systems (not necessarily linear) was not achieved. On the other hand, this situation is changing at the present and might be inverted in the near future due to the advance in applied mathematics and computer science [3 -7, 15 -17] .
From now on, several software packages are available to solve the problems surrounding ab initio and density functional theory over STOs. As the requisite integrals have been evaluated analytically, STOP package (Slater Type Orbital Package) was developed for ab initio SCF molecular properties [18] . SMILES (Slater Molecular Integrals for Large Electronic Systems) has suggested various basis sets, geometry optimization and CI. The electronic structure of polyatomic molecules employing up to about four hundred Slater functions of s, p, d, f, g and h types can be calculated with an acceptable cost by the present version of SMILES. The more recent excellent paper by Rico et. al. [3] is advised for the reader interested in the calculation of molecular properties using STOs.
One of the most important types of multicenter integrals is the two-center Coulomb integral what has to be calculated accurately and efficiently. During the calculation procedure, the number of these integrals ranges from hundreds of thousands, in small systems, to millions in medium size when LCAO-MO approximation is employed in the calculations. At the same time, these type of integrals also contribute to the total energy of the molecule which requires to a precision sufficient for small fraction changes to be evaluated. In practice, an error in the range of 10 −8 -10 −10 in integrals will deteriorate the energy by an amount of 10 −3 atomic units.
The Coulomb integrals, C, can be related to the Overlap integrals, S, by the Poisson equation 2 
On the other hand, although this approach is mathematically delicate, it has not been applied to the Coulomb integrals except for the early works of Ruedenberg et al. [9h, k] and the recent works of Hierse and Oppeneer [16] and Steinborn and Weniger [17] . Even though there are many successful analytical formulas on the two-center Coulomb integrals over STOs in the literature, several difficulties appear in the calculations. These difficulties appear especially for nearly equal or equal orbital exponents, small or higher internuclear distances.
The aim of this paper is twofold. The first one is to present a new analytical formula for the calculation of two-center Coulomb integrals running in a wide range of quantum numbers, orbital exponents and internuclear distances by means of the Poisson equation. The second one is to propose a reliable reference for testing the results of the other alternative algorithms. Atomic units (a. u.) will be used throughout this paper.
General Definitions
The two-center Coulomb integrals are defined as follows:
where R is the internuclear distance and χ are normalized complex or real STOs.
A STO is given by
Here ζ is the orbital exponent and the function S lm (θ , ϕ) is complex or real spherical harmonic defined by [19] :
where Φ m (ϕ) is an orthonormal function given by
for complex spherical harmonic and
for real spherical harmonic. In (3), P lm is the normalized associated Legendre function and can be defined by Rodrigues' formula [9j] as
with
In (6), the quantity
The later step we work on is to try to evaluate the two-center Coulomb integral by means of Poisson
where
and the differentiations in 2 refer to the components of the internuclear distance.
The S integral in (8) can be rewritten by means of the product of same center atomic orbitals, that is, the one-center charge density and two-center overlap integrals as follows:
where the one-center charge density [20a] is
ζ +ζ and the exact definitions of the Gaunt coefficients C L|M| (lm, l m ) and A M mm can be found in [20b] . The summations over L and M vary between the limit of |l 1 
The Derivation of Two-center Coulomb Integrals Using the Poisson Equation
The two-center Coulomb integrals in (1) can be reduced to one-dimensional quadrature over the two-center overlap integrals as the following form [9g, h]:
where S NLM a ,N L M a are the two-center overlap integrals for which we will use the analytical formula presented in our previous paper [21] .
The limit values of L a and M a quantum numbers are
respectively. Therefore, taking into account the integration of (12), we have the expression for the two-center Coulomb integrals over STOs as follows:
Here, the function of T
where σ , µ, p a , p b , p, and u are as follows: (14) is the well-known Wigner 3j coefficient, in which M a + M + M = 0. In (15), the symbol F m (N, N ) is the generalized binomial coefficient and defined by [20b]
In (15), the quantity Q k ii , j j is defined as
and the summation indices i, i , j, j , k and s run as follows:
Auxiliary Functions
The functions I 
for σ ≥ 0, s ≥ 0, and s ≤ σ − 1;
for σ ≥ 0, s ≥ 0, and σ ≥ s + 1; Table 1 . Comparative values of two-center Coulomb integrals for various quantum numbers with molecular parameters. (14) Equation ( for σ ≥ 0, s ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ σ ≤ s; (25) for σ < 0, s ≥ 0. When α is equal to zero, the auxiliary functions take the following forms:
The functions A (0;1) n and E n in the above equations are evaluated as follows [22d, e]:
where Γ is the incomplete gamma function and if n is integer and positive, and β is real and positive E n (β ),
We can calculate E n by means of the recursive formula [19] :
In (32), the starting term E 1 (β ) has been calculated using the Gaussian quadrature method [22d].
Results and Discussion
A new analytical formula for two-center Coulomb integrals over STOs has been derived using the Poisson equation. For the evaluation of two-center Coulomb integrals presented in (14) , computer programs have been constructed using Mathematica 5.0 [23] and Turbo Pascal 7.0 programming languages. The obtained results are tested over a wide range of orbital exponent, internuclear distances and also for different quantum sets.
It is well-known that the conventional programming languages, such as Turbo Pascal and Fortran cause a catastrophic loss of accuracy when they process on terms of equal and opposite sign in magnitude. Therefore, the symbolic computation such as Mathematica or Maple programming language is widely used to test the result from the implementations of the programs constructed by the conventional programming languages. However, as the symbolic calculations increase the computational cost abnormally, the conventional programming languages are preferred to calculate the molecular properties in the computational quantum chemistry instead. In this manner, the excellent review paper by Barnett et al. [24] is advised for reading.
The comparative values of two-center Coulomb integrals over STOs are listed in Table 1 for wide changes in molecular parameters. In listing the computer results by Mathematica and Turbo Pascal for two-center Coulomb integrals, Turbo Pascal results have been truncated to the first or second figure affected by error due to the fact that the Mathematica results are more accurate than the Turbo Pascal ones. As can be seen clearly from Table 1 , the results from Turbo Pascal computer program development for (14) are in good agreement with the previous works [20a, 22c, 22e, 25, 26]. Numerical accuracy for significant figures of the result usually changes from 10 to 20 digits. The reliability of our program is checked in two ways. Firstly, we compared our values with the obtained ones from the computer program constructed for two-center Coulomb integrals by Jones [27] , for which magnetic quantum numbers are equal to zero. It is seen that our values agree well with Jones'. Secondly, the obtained results for the two-center Coulomb integrals over STOs were the same as those of onecenter Coulomb integrals over STOs while the internuclear distance R approaches to zero.
The CPU times for each integral did not contain in Table 1 because of the fact that the type and capacity of the computer used in the calculations would affect the CPU times. Since the author is inexperienced in efficient programming, it is difficult to arrive at the correct time estimate. However, the typical CPU time with Turbo Pascal code for a whole set of integrals collected in Table 1 is about 3.5 milliseconds measured on a Pentium III PC at 800 MHz provided with 128 MB of RAM.
As a consequence, the presented formula for twocenter Coulomb integrals over STOs gives satisfactory results and therefore can be used in molecular orbital calculations. Works are in progress for the calculation of other two-electron integrals over STOs and some primarily results will be reported in short.
